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VOL. XXIII.

q?-HE WHISTLE has at length blown' no side,' and the
't!J; breathless scrimmages of another Christmas term are

I at an end. This is all very well for the world in
general, but surely some pity must be accorded to those poor
creatures who wander about as aimless spectators and are
expected in the end to furnish a succinct account of the
details of the match. Those poor slaves of the pen who,
whilst their nobler comrades are' up and doing,' can but
sit in smoky studies and scribble down what gleanings they
may of the annals of the past for the doubtful delectation
of a bored present. 'Rather a Mailish metaphor,' the gentle
reader will remark. We confess it; but after all it is true,
sadly true, and if the gentle reader cannot find time to pro
vide us with sager observations from the storehouse of his
own fertile wit he must resign himself to whatever nonsense
the wretched editor may be compelled to stuff his pages
with. To put the matter plainly we have not had a single
unsolicited contribution from any Shirburnian in the School
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nor from many out of it. It is rather a feeble amusement
for us to have to make this remark in every number but if
people cannot rise to a sense of their own responsibility
they must have that responsibility dinned into them. There
is plenty of talent in the School, a fact plainly evident in
the Penny Readings which we have so much enjoyed this
term; that there is plenty of talent out of it amongst older
Shirburnians no one who has glanced down the columns of
our O.SS News would attempt to deny. And yet from all
these mines of intellect not a line of poetry or of prose!

As far as School News is concerned we have endeavoured
to write or collect reports of all interesting events; and we
would here take the opportunity of expressing our sincere
thanks to all those who have borne a share in this work.
There is little indeed of extraordinary interest to chronicle.
The Review of the football season and the Characters of the
XV. will not appear until the season is properly over, that
is to say, till the end of the Easter Term.

TRAFALGAR (1805-1905).

Softly 0 softly ripple, ocean wave,
Roaming at will around thy mother's shore,

Or tenderly within thine ice-hung cave,
Whisper how Right at length hath triumphed over War.

Thyself perchance hast fled yon tearful waste
Where baneful wreckage fair Castilia's flood

Doth rudely cumber, lest thou too shouldst taste
The heaven-required pledge of suppliant human blood.
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What time long-suffering justice did ordain
Th' oppressor in his pride should be brought low,

Truimphant but in death the victor slain
Shewed forth how glory might in man no further go.

And as erstwhile in ages barbarous
Over some human corse each edifice

Sacred in blood, o'er heroes' blood for us
U prose the kindly shrine of the blest God of Peace.

Softly then softly ripple, ocean wave,
Roaming at will around thy mother's shore,

Or tenderly within thine icehung cave
\Vhisper how Right at length hath triumphed over War.

PINDARUM QUISQUIS.

o reader, hast thou ever thoughte
On emptie life's vaine pageantrie

Or somme such other soul-inspiring sorte
Of subjecte ?-so have I.

But somehowe whenne I'm fain to turne
On the hotte tappe it never actes

And where I'd bathe in fancies 1 discerne
Chilly terrestrial factes!

For instance 1 had meant to write
A reame of thrilling epicke songe

For Christmasse, but (0 melancholy wight)
As usual thinges went wronge.

, Go to, we'll chaunt the battle-throes
Of warrior and of knighte' (I said)

But god Apollo plucked my wayward nose
And made me sneeze insteadde !
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FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v. CASTLE CARY.

[DRCE~lBRR.

Castle Cary kicked off from the National School end, and
play settled down about half-way. Cole, by a good kick,
brought the ball into our opponents' twenty-five, and Carey
scored between the posts. The try was not converted. Soon
after this the School three-quarter line made a good run, which
resulted in a fine drop goal by Hodges, 7-3. From this point
Castle Cary began to press, and Knight picking up scored after
a good run. The kick failed, 7-3. Hope and Ra~vlins both did
some good punting, but our opponents pressed us very hard and
we were twice compelled to touch down. At half-time the score
remained 7-3.

On resuming the Castle Cary forwards made some dan
gerous rushes and for a considerable time pressed hard on our
line, but the School grovel, headed by Scott and Waiter, rushed
the ball back and Hope and Rawlins again put in some very
useful kicks. Towards the end the School began to play better
and tries were scored in quick succession, two by Bashall and
one by Carey: the kicks failed. Score, r6-3. Soon after this
the whistle blew no side.

School team :-P. P. Hope, back; W. H. Bashall, E. F.
Rawlins, C. O'D. Carey, J. F. Hodges, three-quarters; G. L.
Cole, C. E. Ley, half-backs: H. S. Scott, W. E. Shaw, C. N.
James, H. G. May, E. G. Crichton, \V. A. Waiter, S. C.
Bennett, Smith mi., forwards.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. H.M.S. ALBEMARLE.

From the kick-off it was at once seen that the School were
superior and the result of the game was a very easy win for the
School. Hodges scored in the first two minutes. Tries were
also obtained by Rawlins, who scored four times, and by Carey,
Hodges, Bashall and Scott, who scored once each. James and
Rawlins converted two goals each, and Carey and Scott one
each. The score at half-time was 42-0. On resuming, our
opponents got together better and the game was more even,
but nevertheless tries were obtained by Hope, Carey, ~ashall
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and two by Carrington, none of which were converted. The
score at the end was 6 goals and 9 tries (57 points) to nil.

School team :-P. P. Hope, back; H. B. Carrington, E. F.
Rawlins, C. O'D. Carey, J. F. Hodges, three-quarters; C. E.
Ley, \V. H. Bashall, half-backs; H. S. Scott, \V. E. Shaw, C.
N. James, H. G. May, E. G. Crichton, W. A. Waiter, S. C.
Bennett, Smith mi., forwards.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON COLLEGE.

This match was played at Clifton, on Saturday, November
4th, on a very soft ground. Scott kicked off at 2-30 and the
game opened in a surprising manner: for two minutes after the
kick off Cole received the ball from the back of the scrum and,
finding himself unmarked, opened the scoring for the School.
Jones kicked the goal, which was not an easy one owing to the
ball being very wet and the angle hard. Although the School
was leading by five points from the start, they had to work very
hard to keep the Clifton side from scoring; Hope at full back
had a great deal to do all through the game especially in the
first half when the Clifton three-quarters time after time looked
very dangerous; however, although the School were defending
practically the whole of the first half, one or two fine wheels
were made by the forwards, headed frequently by Scott and
May, which brought the ball into Clifton territory and set the
School outsides on the attack. After one of these forward
rushes, which took the ball just beyond the half-way line,
Rawlins, picking the ball up splendidly from a bad pass, ran
half the length of the field and scored Sherborne's second try
between the post; it was a really. fine bit of play, Rawlins
having to swerve past three men at least on a very slippery
ground. Soon after this half time was called with Sherborne
again on the attack and only ten yards away from the Clifton
line. After half time, Clifton were doing their very best, their
forwards playing with great dash and making very good use of
the slight advantage they possessed in the tight. However it
was in the loose that the Sherborne forwards played so magnifi
cently time after time rushing the ball back from the School
goal line. Play was fairly even during the second half, each
side attacking in time and each side scoring an unconverted try:
Scott for the School and Guy for Clifton. Scott's try, was very
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useful and very well earned, he received the ball from a line out
running fast and strongly swerved past the back and over the
line. Although this try was close to the posts, the kick failed,
the ball being far too wet aud heavy to be kicked accurately.
At the last minute Clifton scored their only try far out on the
touch line, this kick failed too. And so Sherborne won by 11-3 ;

and as the two schools have decided that this is the last match
the honours remain equally divided each having won once.

--:0:--

SHERBORNE SCHOOL v. ST. PAUL'S.

This match was played on November IIth on St. Paul's
ground in 'vVest Kensington before a large attendance of sup
porters of St. Paul's and a number of Old Shirburnians. The
whole of the night and most of the morning before the match, rain
came down in torrents, and by the time play started in the after
noon the ground was well nigh under water. At 2-30 both sides
were on the field and the match began. Scott kicked off for the
School, and the Sherborne forwards carried the first two or three
grovels, giving the ball to the outsides, who certainly ought to
have made better use of their opportunities than they did. Only
once did the ball go right down the line, and on that occasion
Carrington might have crossed the St. Paul's line; but failing
to start quickly was collared by the opposing wing and the
chance was lost. Then the St. Paul's forwards, who were a fine
strong pack playing with plenty of dash, got the ball and looked
dangerous once or twice; twenty minutes after the start how
ever their centre broke the School defence and scored between
the posts. The goal was kicked and St. Paul's were leading by
five points. It was a fine piece of individual play which gave
them the try, and they fully deserved the five points; neverthe
less there must have been something lacking in defence at the
School three-quarter line to have allowed a centre three-quarter
to break through the middle so. After this the School forwards
worked their hardest and very soon took the ball into the
opponents' twenty-five; a great deal of loose and some very
scrappy play ensued, during which Rawlins picking the ball up
behind the forwards dropped a really fine goal; the angle was
not an easy one and the points were well earned. Shortly after
this the School continued to press and were awarded a penalty
kick apparently within reach of the goal; James took the kick
but failed to reach the goal by a couple of yards only. Soon
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afterwards half-time was called with St. Paul's leading by one
point. For the first ten minutes ot the second half, St. Paul's
were in the School's territory, and soon a good bout of passing
amongst their outsides sent their left wing over with a try which
was unconverted. After this the School forwards were evidently
doing their utmost and kept the play in the St. Paul's twenty
five practically for the rest of the g-ame, the ball actually only
coming into the School half once during the last twenty minutes
of the game. However, they were not able to cross the St.
Paul's line, though they were very close to it during the whole
of the latter part of the game. Five minutes before the end
Rawlins made another very good attempt to drop a goal, but
failed by a few feet; and so the match ended: St. Paul's scored
I goal and I try, and Sherborne I dropped goal. The Sherborne
forwards certainly had quite as much of the game as their
opponents, but the School outsides, with the exception of
Rawlins, were decidedly inferior to the St. Paul's halves and
three-quarters. Hope as nsual was very good indeed, his kicking
and fielding being quite faultless.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE.

On Saturday, November 18th, we played Tonbridge on our
ground under rather peculiar circumstances. The previous day
had been cold but clear, and we were much surprised on waking
up to see the ground covered with two inches of snow. Our
visitors had already arrived and we found ourselves in a pretty
dilemma. The difficulty was eventually solved by the VIth and
Vth Forms turning out in the middle of the morning and clear
ing the ground with rakes, shovels and wheelbarrows, until by
lunch time the field of battle was practically restored to its
pristine verdancy, and what little human skill failed to effect
was achieved by the thaw which set in in the early afternoon.

The match began about 3-15 p.m. Tonbridge kicked off,
and after a brief interval of desultory punting to and fro our
opponents found touch in our twenty-five. From the line out a
grovel ensued, and our pack getting the ball carried it down to
the centre of the ground with a good rush. Then Rawlins
picked up and after some clever feinting pnnted the ball out
near the Tonbridge goal line. But our opponents were equal to
the occasion, in a few seconds their forwards fastened on to the
ball and with a fine dribbling combination brought it along until
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near the centre, when Stokes, one of their outsides, caught it up
and after a magnificent run scored between the School posts:
the try was duly converted and brought the score to 5-nil
against us. After this the ball wandered about the centre for
a short while, then our outsides brought it down to the
Tonbridge twenty-five line and began to press vigorously,
Carey kicked across and the others made a dart for the line but
Tonbridge touched down. From the twenty-five our opponents
brought the ball steadily to our home quarters where Hodges
relieved by a good touch kick. Several times the Tonbridge
outsides nearly got away but we were relieved by good collar
ing and kicking on the part of Hodges, Carey, Rawlins and
Hope. Once Carey ran clean through their grovel but
unfortunately lost the ball in the open. Soon however Wright
the Tonbridge left three- quarters after a brilliant run brought
the ball through our defence and scored abo:lt ten yards from
the uprights. No points were added. Tonbridge again pressed
and Cole and Rawlins relieved into touch. Our grovel now
made a determined effort and kept the ball with some tight play
in Tonbridge twenty-five for considerable time; then one of
their outsides picked up and punted across to the wing who
seemed about to make a clear run down when Hodges brought
him to the ground by the centre touch line.

After half-time the snow began to fall again, making the
ground more treacherous than ever. The School grovel pressed
valiantly, but the ball at length began to settle down into our
twenty-five, until the scrum headed by Scott and Brown carried
it out with a rush, and brought it down the field; from the
return Cole made an excellent mark. The grovel again rushed
it down towards the Tonbridge posts and a scrimmage ensued
at five yards from the line. Then for a man off-side we were
awarded a penalty kick; James made a good attempt for goal
but the ball was too soppy to rely on and the kick failed. From
the twenty-five the Tonbridge forwards made a determined rush
but Hope picked up splendidly, and after a short run found
touch well in opposite twenty-five. Time after time our grovel
rushed the ball down, time after time the Tonbridgians got it
out again to their outsides, but at last we made a desperate
effort and carried it well over the enemy's goal line where Scott
touched down and thus scored us our first try, 3-8, no points
added. There were now only a few more minutes to time, and
it did not seem likely that there would be any more scoring
though the Tonbridge pack began to press us about the centre.
But by some unhappy error two Tonblridge men were left
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unmarked at a line out near our twenty-five, got the ball out to
their left outside, and he ran in and scored near the touch line.
This try Tonbridge converted with a magnificent kick and
brought the score to 13-3 in their favour. Soon afterwards the
whistle for time concluded what had been throughout a most
exciting and well contested match.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. CLIFTON CLUB.

On November 25th, we played Clifton Club on our own
ground; the fields were very soft and the weather by no means
cheerful though somewhat an improvement on that vouchsafed
to us for the Tonbridge match. It was essentially a forward's
game thoroughout and our grovel showed at its very best, each
individual being conspicuous at some time or other but all
nevertheless working together with grit and determination to
the end. Our outsides had not much chance at any time of
getting away with the ball, owing to the slipperiness of the
ground, but their collaring was good and occasionally a good
punt into touch was achieved. Hope at back was always on
the spot and several times saved the situation with surprising
skill. The match was very interesting to watch; the play on
both sides being keen and vigorous, but the result was beyond
the expectation or experience of any of us, for it ended in a
draw without a single point being scored by either side.

--:0:--

THE •THIRTY' MATCH.

Played on the Lower on Friday, December 15th, the
weather conditions being excellent, though the ground was
perhaps a trifle heavy. The game was played to the finish with
the utmost keenness, and the play of individuals gave very great
promise for future years. Assuming that with the many absen
tees filling their places the play would have been even Letter,
those who coached the sides, no less than the players themselves,
are to be heartily congratulated on the form shown. It is hard
to single out mdividuals where all were good, but d the outsides
Bull at full-back, Ii2Lnidge, Morrison and Plant among the
three-quarters, and Bennett ma. and Hooper of the half-backs,
all played excellently; while of the forwards, Drewe, Terry,
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Dow, Hempson, Brown and Mair were most prominent III two
very good packs.

\Vhites kicked off and play settled in mid-field. Hempson
brought the play into Stripes' territory and Hornidge made a
good run, but Drewe relieved with a good dribble and the Stripes
outsides quickly attacked. Bennett was responsible for a fine
attacking movement, Smith being well collared by Shaw mi.
The packing of the \Vhites forwards was rather ragged at first,
and Stripes continually got the ball. The heeling was excellent,
and Bennett continually put his three-quarters on the move,
sound tackling by l'v1orrison and Hornidge preventing a score.
By a forward rush headed by Drewe, who led his forwards ex
cellently, play was taken right on to 'Whites' line, but \Vhites
by desperate efforts worked back to midfield. From a good
opening by Bcnnett, Stripes' outsides again got on the move
and Smith scored after a good run, Drewe adding the extra
points (5-0). Play again settled in midfield, where l'v1orrison and
Hornidge were prominent. Bennett next made a fine run,
feinting cleverly past the opposing backs, but was well collared
by Terry and l'v1orrison. From the ensuing scrimmage, Stripes'
outsides attacked, and Smith scored a second try, Drewe again
converting (ID-O). 'Whites by good footwork took play into
their oppunents' lines, and Shaw mi. scored from a good opening
by l'v1orrison, the try being unconverted (10-3). Nothing more
was scored before half-time.

On resuming Whites were much better together, l'v1air and
Hempson being especially prominent. Stripes however realized
that' attack is the best means of defence,' and Bennett broke
through, but was broullht down by l'v1orrison. Drewe, Terry
and Rebbeck, brought off a nice passing movement, and Plant
securing the ball ran over with a good try, which was converted
(15-3)' Dow was next prominent in the open, and a few
mmutes later the same player securing from the line-out, ran
in with an excellent try, the kick failing (18-3)' \Vhites
worked back to their opponents' twenty-five, Hooper being
prominent in attack, but Douglas failed to take his pass from
H ornidge and Bull relieved with a good kick. Stripes again
attacked and Drewe went over, but the try was not allowed.
From a five-yards grovel Bennett scored the best try of the
match, feinting past three opponents, the try being unconverted
(21-3)' Nothing further was scored and an excellent game left
Stripes winners, though by a number of points that does not
altogether represent the actual play.
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O.S. NEWS.

181

Oxford:

We congratulate C. F. Stanger-Leathes and L. G. Horsfall
on being chosen to play for North v. South at Birkenhead Park.

The following have been playin~ Football :

For Northumberland, G. F. Stanger-Leathes.
" Cumberland, L. G. Horsfall.
" Durham, R. R. Adamson.
" Richmond, K. Langaard.
" Rosslyn Park, A. M. Greathead.
" Oxford A. and London Scottish, A. H. Ross.

At the Universities:

(A. H. Ross.
For Merton College 1 J. Homfray.

LE. F. Bond.
" Brasenose College J. H. Knox.

Cambridge: For Trinity College, \V. E. Adamson.
rE. v. Douglas.

" Queen's College -1 H. G. Rutherfurd.
LF. H Robinson.

" Sidney Sussex College, E. \V. H. Stev,·art.
" ~Iagdalene College, A. R. Gibbs.

For Dublin University (A), A. G. Crichton.

For R.M.C. Sandhurst (N. J. Williams.
lR. H. Wilson.

Col. H. A. \Valsh, C.R, has been appointed a member of
the Committee selected by the Secretary of State for \Var to
enquire into the question of civil employment for ex-soldiers.

R. H. A. G. Duff, of the L.G.B., has been appointed
Secretary to the new Royal Commission on the Poor Laws.
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H. \V. V. Temperley has been elected a Fellow of the
Royal Historical Society.

T. R. Buchanan, M.P., has been appointed Financial
Secretary to the War Office.

CLERICAL.

Rev. R. Y. Roberts has been appointed to the living of
Hopery, Shropshire.

Rev. C. A. Bragge, Vicar of Thorncombe, has been installed
as Canon of Ilfracombe in Salisbury Cathedral.

Canon C. E. Hammond, of Menherriot Vicarage, Liskeard,
has been elected a Proctor in the Lower House of Convocation
to represent the Clergy of the Diocese of Truro.

LITERARY.

'The Story of Organ Music,' by C. F. Abdy Williams, M.A.,
Mus. Bac., has been published.

MILITARY.

Capt. S. H. Jordiffe (Duke of Edinburgh's Wilts Regt.) is
retiring from the service.

Major H. S. Slanan, D.S.O., has been appointed Deputy
Assistant Adjutant and Quarter Master General.

Major C. R. Buckle, R.G.A., has been appointed to
command No. 6 Company R.G.A. at Gibraltar.

M. C. Coote has been appointed 2nd Lieut. Durham Light
Infantry.

Capt. J. E. C. J. Cockrane, D.S.O. to be Major of Donegal
Militia.
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WEDDINGS.

COCHRANE-POTTER.-On the 22nd November, 1905, at St.
Westminster, by the Rev. Jame:> A. Sharrock, Rector of Hodnet,
assisted by the Rev. G. M. Capell, Rector of Passenham
(North'hants), Cecil Algernon, second son of the late William
Cochrane, of Oakfield House, Gosforth, Newcastle-on-Tyne, to
Frances Sibyl, youngest daughter of the late Colonel Addison
Potter, C.B. of Heaton Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

HENN-HENN COLLINs.-On November 1st, 1905, at St.
Mary, the Boltons, S. W., by the Rev. W. T. Du Boulay, the
Rev. Canon Henn, vicar of Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, to
Frances Helen, eldest daughter of the Right Hon. Sir R. Henn
Collins, Master of the Rolls.

OBITUARY.

GORDoN.-On November 11th, 1905, of

pneumonia and pleurisy, Charles Gerald

Gordon, captain 4th Batt. East S~Hrey Regt.,

son of the late Col. C. V. Gordon and of

l\lrs. Gordon, of Kingston l\Ianor, near

\Vorthing, aged thirty-seven.

SCHOOL NEWS.

On Friday, November 17th, the Head l\Iaster exhibited his
lantern slides of the Pageant in the Big Schoolroom.
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On Wednesday. November 15th, Mr. Stuart Bruce, the
eminent scientist, gave an interesting lecture on the Aerial
Graphoscope, of which he himself is the inventor and which the
Aldershot staff have adopted as a means of training signallers.

On Wednesday, November 29th, Commander \Villco"x,
R.N., gave a lecture on the life of Nelson, showing a few
slides and singing a few well-chosen songs.

On Saturday, December 2nd, there was a penny reading
which was quite the best there had been for a long time.

Monday, December 4th, was the choir half. A tea was
provided for the choir in the Gymnasium, followed by several
very good songs. The evening was thoroughly enjoyed by all
present.

The following have been presented with their 1st XV.
colours:-

C. A. Brown, H. G. May, H. B. Carrington, J. F. Hodges,
E. G. Crichton, P. P. Hope, \V. G. WaIter, C. E. Ley.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER.

Dear Mr. Editor,

As at present I am dwelling in comparative country I
cannot give you a detailed account of the doings of O.SS. in
Cambridge. I believe everyone, who has taken up Rugby
Football here, is playing for his respective College. We had
some Freshmen up this term, and though not a very large body
ought to be able next term to have either a smoking Concert
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or a Dinner. Cambridge has unfortunately been held up in the
public press as a sort of hotbed of hooligans. Such a statement
is as unwarranted as it is vulgar. More I cannot say without
becoming vitriolic, but I must sympathise with Oxford who
has suffered from an over dose of Prelate. If I might be
permitted I would give some friendly advice to various gentle
men in residence. It is a bad thing to be so absent minded in
the evening as to insist on entering Catt's when your College is
Queen's. Again, even if you have a bow window looking on to
Sidney Street, it is sometimes bad policy to pour cold water on
the heads of proctors. The rate is usually £1 per head. I
could say more but will not.

Although there is no distinct O.S. Society here apart from
the O.SS., we do our best to see something of one another.
Last year we managed to have an O.S. football match with a
scratch Trinity team. It would be a great thing to have a
match with the Oxford O.S. But we want more men, for when
one considers that Sherborne is a Classical School the number
that comes up here seems very small.

I had intended not to give a list of doings, not having a
complete one. But I must congratulate Goldsmith on getting
his trial cap. It is long since Sherborne produced a Blue or a
trial cap man.

Your

CAMBRIDGE CORRESPONDENT.

CAMBRIDGE NEWS.

CLERICAL.

The Rev. E. de B. Thurston (Blanch's) has been appointed
by the Bishop of Grahamstown, South Africa, to the charge of
the parish of Middleburgh, after nine years' work at High
Wycombe, Bucks.

H. M. Goldsmith rowed in the Jesus College Coxswainless
Four, and also in the 'Varsity Trail Eights several times.
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The following have been playing football :

W. Adamson for Trinity College.
H. M. Greathead for Clare (of which College he is Hon.

Secretary).
F. H. Robinson for Queen's (Captain).
H. G. Rutherfurd for Queen's.
Ll. Powys for Corpus.
B. S. Holmes for Sidney Sussex.
A. R. Gibbs }r "1 d I
C Bl . B lOr 1V ag a ene.. amlre· rown

OXFORD LETTER.

Dear Mr. Editor,

Has anyone sent you any account of the Oxford O.SS.
Dinner? It was held on November 23rd at the Clarendon
Hotel. Dr. Collier took the chair-he is a very distinguished
O.S.-was in the School XV. for three years under W. H. Game
and last year he was President of the British Medical
Association.

There were also present :-

Rev. G. J. Lys, M.A., Worcester College
Rev. J. H. F. Peile, M.A., University College
R.E. J. Stone, M.A., Christchurch
F. W. Kemp, M.B., Christchurch
J. M. Fletcher, Oriel
J. H. Knox, Brazenose
A. J. B. Carrington, University
J. D. E. Richards, Wadham
E. B. A. Somerset, Exeter
F. St. G. Wyld, Keble
P. E. Rebbeck, Merton
W. M. Pryke, Merton
A. H. Trelawny Ross, Merton
J. Homfray, Merton
E. F. G. Bond. Merton.
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Dr. Collier proposed' The School' in an excellent speech,
and gave us several good stories of Harper's days. A. H. Ross
replied.

J. D. E. Richards proposed' The Universities,' and Rev. J.
H. F. Peile in replying for O.SS. was charmed with the grace
ful way in which the company had been drinking their own
healths. He supposed that Oxford was safe so long as Shir
burnians came to give life to those. venerable halls founded in
the dim ages by King Alfred, O.S. !

Dr. Collier recalled his Cambridge days, when the
Cambridge O.sS. XV. defeated every college except St. john's.

For the rest there was much repeated singing of the
Carmen in fifty different sharps and flats-more different as the
evening drew on-many a reminiscence of old days, reminis
cences unspoiled by the fear of wearying less favoured friends
with our unceasing Sherborne' shop.' Shirburnians have an
unrivalled capacity for talking School ' shop.' We were very
proud of the victory over Clifton; and we found moreover
much matter for self-congratulation in that W. T. Pott had won
his tennis half-blue, that we had three O.SS. in the Freshers'
Match, and that A. H. Ross had been already tried for the
Varsity. It is hoped that the dinner will become an annual
fixture.

Several Cambridge O.SS. have been seen here this term.
Holmes, Robinson, Douglas, Stewart and Brown have all been
over playing football against Oxford Colleges.

I hope the School will send some more men to Oxford;
everyone seems to be going to Cambridge. But now, with a
parting wish for glorious success to all those coming up for
scholarships, I will end this letter.

Yours sincerely,

OXONIRNSIS.

THE SOPHISTS.

On October 28th, the Critic was read; omitting from the
beginning to ' enter servant-l\1r. Sneer to wait upon you,' and
from' Puff-there sir you have my history' to the end of Act I.
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The play was read in an hour.

The parts were set as follows :-

Sir Fretful Plagimy
Pulf ...
Dangle
Sneer
Signor Pasticcio
Interpreter
Mr. Hopkins
Nhs. Dangle
Governor
Earl of Leicester
Sir Walter Raleigh
Sir Chr. Hatton (Sentinel 1)
Master of Horse
Wlziskerandos ...
Beef-eater
Justice (Smtinel 2)
Under Prompter
SOli •••

Constable
Thames
Tilburina
Confident Servant
Justice's Lady (2nd niece)
1st niece

[DECEMBER,

Grove
Merriman ma.
Bull
Pelly
H. P. Thompson, Esq.
Young
Heard
Bradford
Foley
Waiter
Benison
Smith ma.
Bewes
Hooper mi.
Rev. W. J. Bensly
Pelly
Sanctuary ma.
Sanctuary mi.
Bewes
Foley
Duvall
Veale
Merriman mi.
Benison

Reading dull till beginning of Act n., after which very
amusing.

On Saturday, November lIth, a debate was held to discuss
whether' The existence of Mr. Chamberlain was or was not to
be regretted.' The subject throughout the evening was argued
with great vehemence and rhetorical eloquence by the large
majority of speakers, two points being especially worthy of notice:
first, the absence of personal remarks; and secondly, the keen
ness which caused the motion to be won by only a single vote,
which shows in a very favourable light the place that political
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questions hold in the minds of the rising generation. Early in
the evening, however, several of the speakers on the card,
together with one or two more who had determined that evening
to make their earliest oratorical efforts, were seized with sudden
dismay and mental perturbation at the impious request of the
President that in future they would deliver their sentiments
without the aid of an elaborate, as he considered, system of
notes. The effect was somewhat humorous, and resulted in the
carrying out of the said request being deferred until a more
convenient season.

The motion was proposed by G. Grove and H. T. Bewes,
and opposed by E. VI. Benison and J. Lee-Warner.

The following is a summary of the chief points and facts
contained in the various speeches :-

G. GROVE based his argument chiefly on the axiom of
Political Economy, that 'Increase of imports necessarily
advances the increase of exports.'

E. W. BENISON in a sensible but rather too rapidly
delivered speech, proved himself to be a worthy expounder of
the theory and advantages of Protection.

H. T. BEWES, after sitting rather on the fence, was bound
to admit the success of the American protectionist system.

J. LEE-\VARNER dealt mainly with the question of' The
Unemployed,' emphasising his speech with statistics and suit
able illustrations, demonstrating 'the manifest evils of Free
Trade.'

F. V. MERRIMAN with his wonted ability defended the then
hard-pressed question of Protection in a fluent speech, full of
weighty suggestions and sound arguments, fully worthy of the
Secretary of the Club.

C. KING, in an harangue full both of emphasis and cutting
remark~. succeeded in gaining the rapt attention of the audience
in addition to a burst of applause, which he well deserved, but
we are bound to confess that his remarks were occasionally not
altogether logical.

D. S. HOOPER, with a suitable opening quotation from Lord
Macaulay, dealt chiefly on the poverty and distress produced by
Free Trade amongst the poorer classes.
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J. R. WALTERS, W. R. BULL, J. R. DUVALL, and T. F.
MERRIMAN must be complimented on their well-defined and
pointed speeches; to whom, since no report was taken at the
time, we apologise for being unable to give a summary of their
meritorious efforts in fuller detail.

On December 9th a debate was held in the School House
reading room. The motion was that the House considered that
compulsory military service was necessary for this country.

Proposed by J. R. Waiters and J. R. Duvall; opposed by
C. King and F. V. Merriman.

J. R. WALTERS, in his speech, spoke with considerable
ability. In the course of his arguments he pointed out the
absolute necessity of his point, and· his ideas were very well ex
pressed. He showed the great difference between compulsory
military service and conscription, which he said was an odious
form of general public service.

C. KING proved to be an able opposer to the proposition,
and throughout conducted his speech on the best lines possible
for the occasion. Supposing, he said, our navy, which is the
mainstay upon which we all trust, was defeated, what good
would there be in having a vast army, here in England; for it,
along with all the rest of us, would be starved out. It was the
navy which we should make our special force, for, as long as it
was mistress of the seas, nothing was to be dreaded. Patriotism
was inborn in every Englishman, and needed no teaching.
England depended upon her patriotic spirit, and with this as her
first and foremost virtue, what cause had we for any form of
forced military service.

J. R. DuvALL, in seconding the motion of the House, spoke
with no lack of common sense. Compulsory military service, he
argued, stirred up our latent patriotic spirit, which otherwise
would never exhibit itself. Although patriotism was inborn, yet
without some encouragement it would never increase, but tend
to be dulled.

F. V. MERRIMAN, in supporting Mr. King, gave us some
vivid examples of the manner in which conscription was hated
abroad. Amongst many other points he drew attention especi
ally to the horror with which the Frenchmen dread their years
of service. He also told us a little episode heard from Russia.
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An Englishman was once passing some Russian military
buildings, when he heard an extraordinary noise going on inside.
On enquiry he found that the men were being taught how to
cheer the Czar for some state occasion: a state of affairs not in
the least to be encouraged in England.

The debate was now open to the House, and our Captain,
Mr. \Vildman, kindly consented to address us.

MR. \VILDMAN placed the basis of his speech on the words
of Lord Roberts, who had lately spoken at Newcastle. He
(Mr. Wildman) did not agree with conscription as held in
foreign countries. He upheld rather the idea of teaching men
to become marksmen. Drill, he said, was less important and
could be taught in three weeks, but it took three months and
more to teach a man to shoot well. He felt that men ought to
be placed under, and instructed by some competent officer, and
that under such conditions he was sure they would be valuable
men in war time. He asked what would happen if the North
\Vest frontier of India were threatened, why all our available
troops would be needed to defend that alone, and then we should
feel the need of being able to defend ourselves here at home.
Other nations, he continued, had fallen through over confidence
in themselves, and we should do the same. One day, he hoped
that military manceuvres would replace games. He said that
he was getting cross! and had better stop, and with a final ex
hortation to us to prevent as best we could the battle of nations
which he saw forthcoming, he sat down.

G. GROVE in his speech spoke in favour of the opposition.
He saw no reason for conscription in this country, but thought
that with a general reform of the army, all that was desired
would effectually be carried out; and in addition to this he stated
as his strong opinion that in these, as in all other matters, it was
necessary to strike at the root of things, from which system was
derived the name of radical policy, which after all was the ideal
one (?).

The VICE-PRESIDENT (Mr. Bensly) next spoke. He claimed
forgiveness for his apparent insubordination to his superior officer
(the last speaker) in disputing that latter gentleman's word.
In an able speech he pointed out hi;; opinion on the present state
of military affairs, which he considered would best suit our re
quirements. In general he argued with the opposition.

The PRESIDENT next rose. He stated that at present he
was, if we may say so,' sitting on the fence.' He thought that
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Mr. \Vildman had nearly convinced him, but yet he was uncer
tain as to several points. He felt that the cause of duty should,
and in fact did, inspire the mind of every Englishman. Patriotism
was inborn is us. Were we besieged, he was sure every English
man would respond nobly to the call of duty.

VY. A. VVALTER then said that people who saw soldiers
sham fighting asked what these men meant making fools of
themselves. He thought that they should be instructed in the
art of war, and encouraged in rifle practice.

C. E. H. BIRD in a few sensible words asked what would
happen to the colonies in case of war. If we could alone manage
to defend India, what would become of Canada? The only
satisfactory way of defending it would be to institute rifle ranges
there and teach them to defend themselves.

H. F. PLANT remarked that although we might dislike the
idea of any form of conscription, yet it was surely good for us;
even as we dislike Greek Arnold and Latin Prose, but even
these he felt must improve our minds.

D. S. HOOPER asked why the County Councils should not
establish and maintain rifle ranges, even as they do police forces
and lunatic asylums?

A. HOOPER said that if Sherborne had originated pageants,
he saw no reason why they should not next year, 1906, start a
system of rifle ranges.

The opposer then rose, and in a few final sentences
expressed his opinion on previous speakers, also mentioning
with regard to Mr. Plant that he had suftered from a long course
of Greek Arnold lately (and we hope felt the benefit), and ex
horting us to guard against conscription and its evils, he ceased.

After Mr. \Valters had replied, giving us shortly his views
of what had been said, and what should be done in the direction
of conscription, the motion was put to the vote, the result being
that it was lost by 17 votes to 10.

\Ve append the new Rules of the Society.

L-The Society shall be called 'The Sophists.' All
members of the Upper Schocl shall be eligible as Members.
It shall hold debates and read plays during the two winter
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terms. Its officers shall consist of President, Vice-President,
Secretary, and House-Secretaries (one from each House) : these
shall form the Committee.

2.-The President, or, in his absence, the Vice-President,
shall take the chair at all meetings of the Society; shall give
rulings, which shall be held decisive, upon all questions of
procedure which may arise; and shall have power to suspend
any member who disputes his authority. President and Vice
President shall be elected by the Society.

3.-The Secretary shall enter a record of all meetings of
the Society, in a minute-book provided for the purpose; shall
keep a list of members; and shall be responsible for giving
notice of meetings, securing speakers, and allotting parts. He
shall be elected annually by the Society.

4.-The House-Secretaries shall propose members of their
Houses for election to the Society; and shall encourage them to
attend its meetings regularly. They shall be appointed annually
by the Members in each House.

5.-The Committee, which shall meet at the beginning of
each term, and whenever summoned by the President, shall
elect the members of the Society, shall arrange the term's
programme and shall deal with :all other questions which may
arise; but no alteration of or addition to these rules shall be
made except by a full meeting of the Society.

5.-Private business motions may be brought forward at
any meeting of the Society; but notice must be given to the
Secretary a week in advance.

7.-Members alone may attend the meetings of the Society;
but the President is empowered to invite special visitors at his
discretion.

S.-There shall be an entrance-subscription of sixpence;
the funds shall be held by the President, and controlled by the
Committee, which shall make an annual statement of accounts.

9.-Rules for Debates :-

(i.) No speech may last more than five minutes, except
those of speakers' on the card,' which may last ten minutes.
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(ii.) No speaker may speak more than once, except the
Proposer or Opposer, who may reply at the close of the
debate, if time allow; but a member may, with the
President's leave, speak again on a point of personal
explanation.

(iii.) The President shall call to order any speaker who
uses unparliamentary expressions, or wanders from the
subject in hand.

CORPS NOTES.

The House Shooting Cup has been won by Mc Dunkin's
House.

Dunkin's jSergt. Hornidge
(Pte. Pennefather

Bell's {Pte. Terry
Pte. Borker

School- JSergt. Rebbeck
house B. lSergt. Mansell

\Vildman's {Sergt. Richmond
Corp. Dow

School- {Sergt. Lucas
house A. Pte. Plant, mi.

{
Pte. Birch

King's Pte. Bennett, ii.

2 5}22 47

24t
23)47

24' 6
22)4

21}
22 43

20}
22 42

In
20) 37

285
280

240

1St.

2nd.
3rd•

The Drill and Musketry Competitions took place on
Tuesday, December 12th. Both Cups were won by Mr.
\Vildman's House, under the command of Colour-Sergeant
Drewe. Major Rowley kindly consented to act as judge. The
marks obtained by the competing sections were as follows.

DRILL.

1st. Colour-Sergeant Drewe's Section 295
2nd. Sergeant Lucas'" 255
3rd. Sergeant Rebbeck's" 245

MUSKETRY.

Colour-Sergeant Drewe's Section
Sergeant Lucas' "
Sergeant Rebbeck's "
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Pt. Shaw, ma.
" Hodges

L.-Corp. Carey
" Young

Corp. Plant, ma. (Band
master)

Corp. Hornidge, ma.
" James

Promotions made December 4th, 1905.

To be Sergeants:
Corp. Parry-Jones

" Richmond
" Maunsell, ma.
" Lucas
" Wildman, ma. (to be in

structor of the signallers)

To be Corporals:
Pt. Duke
" Dow
" Waiters
" Barrow

To be Lance-Corporals:
Pt. Staley
" \i\Tildman, mi.
" Benison
" vValter
" King

Pt. Duvall
" Smith, ma.
" Murray
" Bennett, ma.
" Smith, mi.

THE LIBRARY.

Since our last number the following books have been added
to the School Library.

A. 72. Somerset Mediaeval \Vilts, 2nd series: Ed.
\Veaver, 1905.

D. 373. Political England, Vol. Ill.; Tout, Oxford,
19°5·

D. 375. Empire and Century, various authors: Ed.
Goldman, London, 1905.

(Readers will remember that in this book Sir
Godfrey Lagden has an article on the Native Ques
tion in South Africa).
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On November 15th, Mr. Stewart-Bruce gave us a lecture
on his invention, the aerial graphoscope. After a short intro
duction dealing with the construction of the human eye, and the
optic law of' persistence of vision,' he drew our attention to the
actual apparatus, which was specially adapted to the demonstra
tion of this law. It consisted of a magic-lantern directed on to
a white lath of wood, attached by its centre to a pinion, by
means of which it could be caused to revolve rapidly, and so to
present the appearance of a white disc. This lath was coloured
grey at its centre, gradually fading away to white, so that its
centre should not seem whiter than the rest when it was revolv
ing. When it had reached a sufficient speed, being driven by a
winch or an electric-motor, the image on the lantern-slide could
be projected on to it, instead of on to the usual white screen. The
aerial graphoscope could thus combine instruction with amuse
ment, in these days as valuable a combination as in those of
Horace.

The first interesting fact connected with persistence of vision
was the lack of uniformity it presented in different people. This
could be shown by the variety of speeds at which different people
began to see the complete image. Some eyes were satisfied with
some thirty revolutions in a half-minute; others recorded as
many as a hundred, before the image on the disc could be made
out. Moreover, if moving images were thrown on to the
revolving lath, curious results were produced. The track of a
flying ball was shown, not by a continuous curved shadow, but
by man? complete round images followin~ each other in rapid
succeSSIOn.

A lighted candle held up behind the revolving lath naturally
was visible through the picture, a fact which made his invention
useful, said the lecturer, as a means of producing theatrical
ghosts. He showed us Macbeth's dagger after discussing its
legitimacy as a stage-effect. He also showed us the curious
distortions which might be produced if a slide with a vertical
slit threw a vertical bar of light on to the disc, and was jerked
rapidly backwards and forwards, so that the rotary motion of
the lath and the horizontal of the image together produced
hieroglyphic distortion. He claimed for his invention an im
proved reproduction of architectural subjects in perspective, but
in the opinion of his audience the chief value and interest lay in
its power to display unexpected optic effects.
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PENNY READINGS.

197

On Saturday, December 2nd, a Penny Reading was held
in the Big Schoolroom under the auspices of G. H. Smith, who
contributed himself a very pretty setting of 'Fathoms deep.'
Parry-Jones sang an excellent song, May amused us with some
clever impromptus, and Bewes in amazing resplendency
performed on the Big Bassoon. For the rest Tschaikowsky's
duet executed by the brothers Douglas met with well deserved
applause; and the other songs especially Whitehead's much
appreciated musical sketch, did in no way fall below the
excellent standard of the whole performance.

On Saturday, December 9th, another Penny Reading was
organised by H. F. Plant who himself opened the proceedings
with \Vagner's Wedding March; Bewes and May entertained
us with some excellent comic songs; Bull gave a very good
rendering of the' Bandoliero,' and Lindley's violin solo was
much appreciated. James' plantation songs with chorus were
also a great success, but the 'Old Folks at Home' was
marred by a slight misunderstanding between the parts.
However the Reading as a whole was a distinctly good money's
worth.

ORGAN RECITALS.

On Saturday, November {th, ~Ir. Tester gave us a delight
ful organ recital in the Chapel. The programme was as follows:

(I) Festival March

A pleasant lively melody.

(2) Andantino }
Chant d'amour

Raff

Lemare

Both these pieces soft and pretty. the modulation
in the gentler passages being very effective.
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(3) Suite Gothique

CDECE~!BER,

Berllma1t1t

... Sail1t-Sams(4) Communion ...

(5) Prelude and Fugue

This grand sonorous piece stood out in bold con·
trast to the gentler strains of the Suite Gothique
and Communion. and formed an excellent con-

clusion to the Recital.

Bach

On Saturday, November 18th, Mr. Tester gave a second
organ recital in the School Chapel, and it was certainly one of
the best we have yet heard. It began with a fine Prelude and
Fugue in C Major by Bach. Next came Hollills' Communion, a
soft piece with plenty of variation and an effective crescendo
towards the end. Lohengrin Voupeil, by Wagller, was equally
fascinating, particularly in the sustained high notes. Stailler's
beautiful quartet' God so loved the world' was very adequately
rendered by Tuke and Brooke as trebles and Trevor and Smith
ma. in the tenor and bass parts. Last of all came Widor's Fifth
Symphony, which with its vigorous tones furnished a pleasant
enlivenment after the three other suft pieces. The First Move
ment is a rapid lively composition, and the Third an extremely
energetic Toccata.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear Sir,

I should like to point out through your columm, that the walls of No. 4
Fives Court are in a very bad condition, and even crumbling away in
parts. As there is only one other respectable court without a buttress,
could not this one be repaired before the numerous competitions of next
term?

Yours sincerely.

V's.
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Yours truly,

Yours truly,

May I enquire what is the use of the promotions in the Corps being
made so late in the term? Surely it would be better to have them at the
beginning of the term rather than at the end after there are no more
parades? and on what system are the promotions made? Apparently
they are not made according to seniority. Has not a man who has been in
the Corps longer than another a right to be promoted before him provided
he is efficient? Could not the Sergeants and Section Commanders be
consulted as to the promotions? Also if there are always two separate
Companies, why are there not always two Colour-Sergeants? Hoping to
see matters more satisfactorily arranged.

• A. S. WIZZLE.'

Dear Mr. Editor,

May we ask why two Colour-Sergeants have not been appointed in
the Corps this term? For the last four years there certainly have been
two, except on one occasion when this omission occurred by a mistake in the
case of a Sergeant in 'B' Company. It has been urged in opposition to
this claim that only one Company is recognised by the Government. But
the School, by its appointment of more than four Sergeants, recognises the
Corps as two Companies. The present senior Sergeant in 'A' Company
is a very old member of the Corps and, as he is leaving, thoroughly deserves
this promotion.

F. AIR,
P. LAY.

EDITORIAL NOTE.

As we go to press we hear that a great many O.SS. not
mentioned in 0.55. News, have been playing football, etc.
\Ve apologise for the omission, but at the same time we would
ask that in future everybody who can supply such information
should do so.

An account of the 0.55. match will be published in our
next number.
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We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following:
BI1tJzdelian, Britannia, Carthusian (2), Cliftonian (2), Compostellan,
C.O.S., Dovorian, Eastboztr1zian, Felstedian, Haileybutiatz (2),
Llandovery School Journal, Lorettonian (3), Malvernian,
Marlbllrian (2), Mill Hill, Paulline (2), Radleian (2), St. Michael's
Chronicle, l'onbridgian, Wellingtonian. (2). Also National
Service Journal' and 'Land and Water.'

School House (a); Wildman's (b); Dunkin's (c);
Bell's (d); King's (f).

FOOTBALL.

OLD SHIRBURNIANS v. OLD PAULINES.

The above match will be played at Richmond, on Monday,
January 15th, 1906.
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